Host Klord says:
Prologue: The Hayden is in Romulan space and locked in battle with a Romulan war bird. Both ships have suffered minor damages. Both ships are at full power. No major systems are impaired.
Host Klord says:
There is a nearby star system minutes away at warp 6. A nebula is 15 minutes away at warp 9. The star system has a large asteroid belt and 6 planets , two of which are gas giants one M class two ice balls and one demon class.
Host Klord says:
<<<begin mission>>>
CEO_Davidson says:
::sitting at his station finger flying over his panel, on the bridge::
Host Klord says:
Action: Hayden shudders from a new hit
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Status of shields?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::winces as the shield display flutters a bit::
CMO_Abbott says:
::steadies herself against a biobed and moves to one of the patients that just came in suffering from burns from an exploding conduit::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Return fire, photon torpedoes
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Shields down to 80%. All torp tubes loaded for another volley.
CIV_Madison says:
::Really wishes Lys were here as she monitors the sensors::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Fire!
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires 4 torps in a wide spread::
EO_Ivanova says:
:::at engineering station:;
Host Klord says:
Action: a beam falls in SB crushing a crewman on a bio bed
CEO_Davidson says:
*EO*Ensign...keep the shields up...have all damage control teams to there posts...
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Reset torpedoes and ready another volley.
EO_Ivanova says:
EO: Yes sir.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::loads torps:: CO: Ventral shields weakening, we need to keep our top away from them!
Host XO_Cutter says:
Helm:  Evasive pattern delta, keep our strongest shields to the Warbird
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO:I can give you aux power for the Ventral Shields
EO_Ivanova says:
CEO:: Yes sir:: ::heads toward the turbo lift::
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Take us into the nearby nebula.  Warp Nine.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: Good we'll need it.
EO_Ivanova says:
TL: Main engineering.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Torpedoes ready sir.
CEO_Davidson says:
::taps a few buttons:: CTO: You got the aux power...won't hold out long.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Fire as we turn.
CMO_Abbott says:
::hears the beam fall and sees what's left of an arm protruding out from under the beam:: Manning: Vince! Get that beam off him!... Luci.. give him a hand... ::motions to the other medic standing nearby::
CIV_Madison says:
CO: Captain, our sensors will go haywire once we're inside there.  I won't be able to make heads or tails of what's around us.
EO_Ivanova says:
::arrives at engineering::
CIV_Madison says:
::worried tone in her voice::
Host CO_Skye says:
CIV: Neither will they......
FCO_Knight says:
CO: Aye. ::Sets course and speed and engages::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::waits for them to come about, then fires torps.::
CIV_Madison says:
::and that's a good thing??::
EO_Ivanova says:
::checks the warp core and shields::
CMO_Abbott says:
::hands her tricorder to a nurse and has her take care of the burn patient while she helps get the beam off the patient:: Manning: Okay.. on three... one... two... three... heave!! ::heaves the beam off him::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Take the helm Jay
CMO_Abbott says:
::quickly punches up the patient's vitals even though she knows what the answer will be::
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>CMO: Is he gone?
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: Commander...we have another warbird coming in....12 minuets eta...::jumps up from his station::
CEO_Davidson says:
::takes helm:: XO: Setting course...engaging at max warp
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks at his scans:: CEO: I don't see another warbird.
Host XO_Cutter says:
::mutters::  Great...   CEO:  Adjust our course to get us to the nebula before either warbird
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: all systems are fine or far.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  Another bad guy on the way in.  ETA 12 minutes.  You need to quit pissing off Romulans.
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Blame the bigwigs at SFH.
CMO_Abbott says:
::nods:: Manning: Get a repair team down here... and move those crew to the biobeds on the other side... check the structural integrity of the ceiling first... ::moves off feeling rushed and stressed at the same time::
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: Check your sensors....
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Push the envelope if necessary.  Take us as high as warp 9.4
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Aft shields down to 80%
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Do you have aux power to the shields?
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Keep firing phasers and aft torpedoes then.......
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::cuts loose on aft phasers and torps::
CIV_Madison says:
::keeps an eye on the locations of the ships and sensor readings in the surrounding space::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO:I can take us to 9.975...but only for like 5 minuets...then the warp engines will be taken off line.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: No.......Warp 9.4.  Let me know if it won't do it.......
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Aye sir.
EO_Ivanova says:
EO: Ensign McClure, I want you to work on the phase coolers.
CEO_Davidson says:
*EO*:Ensign...take the replicator systems off line...except the ones in sickbay and put that power into the shields.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  If you need to, focus power on the aft shields as long as the warbirds are behind us.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: Now I see it ::curses for not seeing it::
CEO_Davidson says:
CEO: Going to warp 9.4...and my engines can take it.
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: Yes sir. ::taking off replicator systems accept for ones in sickbay and putting power into shields::
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>:: taps his commbadge and calls for a repair team::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  Captain... you know that in the nebula, we will lose visual, sensors, targeting and shields.....  right?
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: That do anything for your shields?
Host CO_Skye says:
CIV: See if you can tell me what's going to happen once we get into the nebula......give me some kind of advantage over the Rommies
Host CO_Skye says:
CO: We've already almost lost shields.......I'm hoping we can lose them in there too
CMO_Abbott says:
::nods to the nurse and finishes with a dermaline patch for the wounded crewman's hand::
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: Commander...I am showing a slight loss of power in the Romulans engines.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Sarah?  It's Sarah, right?  Can you man Ops?
CIV_Madison says:
::blinks at the Captains request::  CO: Um..ok...::begins inputting variables into the computer and attempting some simulations::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: Yeah that helped.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Acknowledged
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Looks like you hit something....  continue firing
CIV_Madison says:
::looks much more worried::  XO: Uh...yeah...
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::continues to fire::
EO_Ivanova says:
*CO*: Captain, I believe we might be able to use the tractor beams to try and disrupt that plasma weapons.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Aft shields at 40%!
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Good!  Do what the Captain asked and man the OPS station.  ::smiles::  You can do this
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  ETA to the nebula?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Acknowledged
CEO_Davidson says:
XO:9 minuets to nebula perimeter
CMO_Abbott says:
::watches SO McConaughey limber in getting supported by another crewman as she finishes with the burned crewman::
Host CO_Skye says:
*EO*: You should be telling the CEO that, not me.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  It's going to be close Captain
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Understood......
CIV_Madison says:
::doesn't know whether she just got supported, or yelled at...but transfers the analysis over to the OPS console and moves over to it::
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: It always is on the Hayden.
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: I think we could try and use the tractor beam to disrupt their plasma weapons sir.
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: And...the ETA of the other Romulan ship is 8 minuets...there going to get to us before we get to the nebula
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  We might want to push to 9.5...
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: I agree.....CEO: Warp 9.5
CEO_Davidson says:
XO/CO:I don’t want to push the engines any more then they are at now...
CIV_Madison says:
CO: Captain, the computer doesn't have a very good outlook on the situation.  Everyone in the nebula is going to be blind.  The only thing I can think of is using short phaser bursts to analyze what's around us.  But it'll give our position away too.
CMO_Abbott says:
SO: What happened?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: If we don't push them only thing that is going to left is space dust.
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: You want a core breech on your hands?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  We're going to have to get past the Romulan in front of us....  commence dodging
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::forgot the sentimental attachment between Engineers and their ships::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Spread your weapons fire between the two ships
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Bring torpedoes back around forward.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO/XO: If we push them any harder then what we are on right now...the core could breech
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::divides what weaponry he has and starts to fire on both ships::
CEO_Davidson says:
::nods at the XO:: XO: Aye...evasive pattern delta.
CMO_Abbott says:
<SO McGregor>CMO: Conduit exploded, piece of debris caught him in his side...:: looks down to the SO's blood stained uniform::
CMO_Abbott says:
::nods:: McGregor: Get him over here
CEO_Davidson says:
*EO*:Ensign...keep an eye on the core pressure...if it gets to high we have got a problem.
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: Yes, sir.
EO_Ivanova says:
::monitors the core pressure::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Sarah...  prep a message pod and shoot it before we enter the nebula.
CIV_Madison says:
XO: Um...with what message?  ::fearful of the answer::
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: Could we launch a probe and try to make it look like a decoy?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::continues to fire::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: What are you reading on the warbird behind us?
CMO_Abbott says:
::with the help of McGregor helps the SO onto the bed:: SO: Lieutenant? Can you hear me? ::readies a hypo of sedative::
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: Two minuets till the other ship intercepts us.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  All our sensor reading and logs.
CMO_Abbott says:
::nods to McGregor:: SO: Thanks... you can get back to your post now...
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: She has some damage to propulsion systems, venting plasma.
CMO_Abbott says:
<McGregor>::nods and leaves sickbay::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: All auxiliary power to the shields.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: We can certainly try it.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  Recommend we focus fire on the ship in front of us...  we need to get by him
CIV_Madison says:
::mutters::  I was afraid of that.  ::prepares a message pod and sets its course for Federation space, ready to launch it:::
CEO_Davidson says:
::transfers the power:: CO: You have it...
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: But if we take out the ship behind us, then we only have one to deal with.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  Aye Captain
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: I agree with the Captain sir, the trailing warbird is damaged.
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: The CTO and I have an idea...we could try to launch a probe to make it look like a decoy
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Bring us around.  CTO: Target the venting plasma
CMO_Abbott says:
::starts into work on McConaughey, by removing the remnant debris from his ribs then repairing the bone with her osteostimulator::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::grins, targeting the plasma::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Aye ma'am ::turns the Hayden around and heads for the ailing warbird::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Enhance forward shields... when it blows it'll be ugly
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::enhances forward shields::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Ready Captain.
Host XO_Cutter says:
OPS;  Sara, see if you can get me a damage report
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Fire.
Host Klord says:
Action: the plasma ignites and the fire races up the trail and engulfs the warbird just before it explodes
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires::
CEO_Davidson says:
::turns the ship away from the blast trying to minimize the damage::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
All: Splash one! ::clears his throat with a smile::
Host CO_Skye says:
*All Hands*  Brace for impact.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
All: Shockwave!!!
CEO_Davidson says:
ALL: Incoming Shock wave!
CTO_Nightcloud says:
<shockwave>
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: All available power to shields.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO:15 seconds
CMO_Abbott says:
::uses the dermal regenerator to seal up his wound and begins to clean him up, by removing the upper half of his uniform::
Host XO_Cutter says:
::hangs on... notes being XO gets you a stationary chair... sucks to be the CTO right now::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::pours all power he can into the shields::
CIV_Madison says:
::frantically searches for more power taps to send to the shielding::
Host Klord says:
Action: the Hayden is shaken violently by the shockwave
EO_Ivanova says:
::hangs on to something:;
Host Klord says:
Shields flicker and then drop
CEO_Davidson says:
::thrown to the deck and tries to stabilize the ship::
CIV_Madison says:
CO: We've lost shields Captain!
Host CO_Skye says:
::Holds on to her chair with everything she has.::
CMO_Abbott says:
::is thrown onto the biobed as she tries to steady herself::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Get those shields back up......They are your top and only priority.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain...the other rommie ship is 60 seconds away...
EO_Ivanova says:
::gets thrown to the deck::
Host XO_Cutter says:
::swears::  *EO*  Ivanova!  Get the shields back!
CEO_Davidson says:
::throws more power into the impulse engines::
EO_Ivanova says:
*XO*: Ye sir.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Push us as fast as we can.......get us around that ship and into the nebula
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::is slammed to the deck::
EO_Ivanova says:
::uses a flow distributor on the power r couplings and routes power to the shields
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Are you alright back there Mr. Nightcloud?
CEO_Davidson says:
::touches his head:: Self: That’s going to leave a mark
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Aye sir:: picking himself off the deck::
CIV_Madison says:
XO: Minor structural damage throughout the outer hull.  Bulkheads have buckled on deck 9, and there's a report of a fire in Cargo Bay 1.  Suppression systems are reacting.  Several severe crew injuries, and many more minor ones in sickbay.  Backup reserves are running low, but we still have power for engines and weapons.
Host Klord says:
Action: the second war bird streaks past traveling too fast to stop and rakes the Hayden with its fire
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: The second warbird overshot us!
CMO_Abbott says:
::feels the decks heave as she and the SO are thrown to the floor, the SO landing heavily on top of her as she lets out a huge groan::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Acknowledged.  Make sure sickbay is coping
Host CO_Skye says:
::Feeling the fire come at them.:: CIV: Make sure force fields are in place.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Shields are back online!
CIV_Madison says:
XO: Hull breaches, decks 8-11.  Decompression in section 4.  Emergency force fields are holding.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  With the one ship down, maybe we should make a run for it?
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: I couldn't agree more.......
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Evacuate all non-critical personnel.  Seal off those decks.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: How long can we hold warp 9.5?
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO: I managed to reroute the power sir.
CEO_Davidson says:
::pushes the Hayden to it's top speed:: CO: Were at warp 9.975...can't sustain it long.
CMO_Abbott says:
::croaks out:: Manning: V-- in-- ce!...... VINCE!
CIV_Madison says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Wondering where all this courage to take action is coming from, she proceeds to issue the orders::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Rommie is coming about.
CEO_Davidson says:
ALL: She’s coming back for a second pass...
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Can we beat them to the Federation border?
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::rushes over:: CMO: Are you okay? ::heaves the SO back on the biobed and turns on the external regenerator dome::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: No captain...we cant.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  When the warbird makes another pass, fire everything
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO/CTO*: We can try reversing the polarity of the tractor beam and send the plasma weapons back on the Romulan.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Continue to take us into the nebula.  We make repairs and see what we can do then.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Our best course of action...is the nebula.
CIV_Madison says:
XO: Decks 8-11 are clear of nonessential personnel sir.  Repair crews are shoring up the worst of the damage.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires on the warbird::
CEO_Davidson says:
::takes a look back at the CTO:: CTO: What you think?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Very well
Host Klord says:
Action: just as the Hayden enters the nebula the warbird makes it's pass firing everything at the Hayden
CEO_Davidson says:
ALL: Hold on!
CMO_Abbott says:
::feels lightheaded:: Manning: Yeah, I think I broke his fall... ::sits up and holds her head::
EO_Ivanova says:
::holds on to something::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: Nebula will even the odds some.
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>CMO: Too bad he was unconscious... I would have left you two alone... ::smiles and winks at her::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: were in the nebula...
Host Klord says:
Action: helm control is lost from the impact of the warbirds fire
CEO_Davidson says:
CO:I have lost helm control!
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Shields down, I can't even lock weapons, will have to shoot them the ole fashion way.
CEO_Davidson says:
*EO*:Get the helm controls on line NOW!
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: I want everyone that knows how to wield a spanner getting us moving again.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  ::grins back at the new officer::  Welcome aboard
EO_Ivanova says:
*yes sir*:
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Use thrusters to stabilize us
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::grins::
CIV_Madison says:
::redistributes the now-available power from the non-functional shield and sensor systems to weapons, propulsion and SIF::
CMO_Abbott says:
::side glances Manning:: Manning: Not on your life.. ::checks his vitals to see he's okay then leaves him to check on another patient::
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: Aye ::engages thrusters::
EO_Ivanova says:
::uses isoleanear chip reader to find damaged chips in helm control::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Any idea where the warbird is?
CEO_Davidson says:
::sends a message to sickbay for a medical team::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Not a clue sir.
EO_Ivanova says:
::replaces some of the ships with a isolenear inducer::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Hmmm...  well, see to getting one then.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: I want an update every two minutes.  I want us operational in fifteen.  CEO's aren't called miracle workers for nothing.
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: Helm control should be on in five minutes sir.
Host Klord says:
action: the warbird appears under the Hayden for an instant... long enough to fire one shot then it looses the Hayden again
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Just a second.  ::stretches out trying to sense the warbird and their location.::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Who said I was a miracle worker captain? 
EO_Ivanova says:
::replaces some more chips::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: That title came with the position
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Don't wait for an order....  if you see the warbird, shoot
CMO_Abbott says:
*CEO*: What location?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::prepares to fire::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: You got it captain...*CMO*The bridge...some minor stuff..
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Slow to 1/4 impulse
CMO_Abbott says:
*CEO*: I'm on my way.... ::nods to Vince to take over Sickbay as she grabs a medikit and heads to the bridge::
EO_Ivanova says:
::works on odn procession chips on helm::
CEO_Davidson says:
XO:I have no helm control...I could try to shut down he impulse engines?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  I know the odds are long, but see if you can tweak sensors to give us any idea of where the warbird is.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Negative... we need to keep moving
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: Helm is back on sir.
CIV_Madison says:
XO: I'll try... ::back to the meager defeatist attitude it was...::
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: wait a minuet ::slows the ship down::1/4 impulse...but she's sluggish
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: Any way we can send out a sonic pulse?
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: You mean like sonar?
CIV_Madison says:
::tries to remember some of the tricks Lys had thought her, as she modifies the sensors, and runs simulations to test the effectiveness of the changes::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: Exactly.
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: Well...we can send a pulse out from the main deflector dish...
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: Leaves only a small area that will be effective.
CMO_Abbott says:
::enters the bridge and looks around:: XO: Do we have casualties, Sir?
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: Yeah...I would say only 1000 meters out from the ship...sound right?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CMO:  On the bridge?  Some minor injuries...  need new shorts.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::nods::
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: Commander...the CTO and I have an idea
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Dazzle me
CMO_Abbott says:
::stifles a grin as a wounded ensign waves her over:: XO: Well I can't help ya, there... ::makes her way to the young officer and heals his wounds::
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: We may have a way of detecting the Romulans....If we re-modulate the main deflector and send out a sonar pulse it would bounce off anything that is solid...we may be able to hit the Romulans.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Turns around to listen to the CEO::
Host Klord says:
Action: the war bird fires on the Hayden from above
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: But I would have to go to Deflector Control to do it.
CIV_Madison says:
XO: I'm not having much luck sir.  ::looking dejected::  I keep getting too many false hits.  There's no way to tell which one's something and which one's nothing.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Hmmm...  I like it.  Make it happen.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires in the direction the shot came from::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Loses her grip on her chair as they are rocked again.::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  It's okay....  just thought we'd try.
CMO_Abbott says:
::falls over on the young officer as the ship rocks::
CMO_Abbott says:
Self; This is getting to be a habit
Host CO_Skye says:
CIV: Damage from the last hit?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  Captain, the CEO is going to rig a sonar like device to emit from the deflector.  It might be able to give us a location on the warbird.
CIV_Madison says:
CO: Minimal damage to the hull ma'am.
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Anything that will let us get a few shots at them.
Host CO_Skye says:
CIV: Understood.
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: Permission to head for deflector control?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:   Go
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: They are currently somewhere behind us.......focus the sonic pulse there
CEO_Davidson says:
::runs for the lift::
Host XO_Cutter says:
::motions for a JO to take the helm::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: We'll need to come about sir.
Host CO_Skye says:
Thomson: Take us about.
Host XO_Cutter says:
Helm:  Bring us about
CIV_Madison says:
CO: Captain, I'm picking up something on sensors...it's more persistent than the other glitches, it could be something.
Host CO_Skye says:
<Thompson> CO: Aye.....Bringing us about.
Host XO_Cutter says:
<edit out my last>
Host CO_Skye says:
CIV: Feed it to the CTO.  CTO: Fire at the CIV's coordinates.
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>*CMO*: Jaimie, it's really getting busy down here... what's your status?
CIV_Madison says:
::relays the coordinates to Tactical::
CEO_Davidson says:
TL: Deck 10
Host Klord says:
Action: a crispy critter staggers through SB's doors
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires torps and phasers at the coordinates::
CEO_Davidson says:
*CTO*: I will let you know as soon as I am done...let's hope this works.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Adjust weapons to widest possible spread...  begin firing a pattern...  think depth charges after a submarine.
CMO_Abbott says:
*Manning*: Send up Okinawa and I'll be down... there are a few bumps and bruises up here of the crew that refuse to leave the bridge to take care of themselves...
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Excellent suggestion.
CMO_Abbott says:
::finishes up and heads for the lift::
CIV_Madison says:
CO: We might have hit them...I really can't tell, these readings don't make a lot of sense.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
Both: It may give our position away.
Host CO_Skye says:
CIV: Just keep it up.......
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::looks at the crispy critter:: Critter: And you are?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  If you see an explosion, focus all weapons at that area.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Yes....but we can't hit them if we don't fire.
CEO_Davidson says:
::enters deflector control and begins work on rigging the deflector dish::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Well, if they come close enough to shoot at us, then I'm expecting you to blow them out of the water.
CIV_Madison says:
::looks again for the recurring glitch::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::shrugs, sets phasers on a random firing pattern, then commences::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::tracks for any hits::
CEO_Davidson says:
::taps a few commands:: CTO: Were done down here...sending out the first pulse ::his the button to send out the pulse::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO, CO: Davidson's sending out pulses now.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Excellent... if it gets a hit, lock on and fire
Host Klord says:
Action: an explosion detonates off the starboard side of the Hayden
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::locks and fires on the hit::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Fire at the origination of that last blast
CEO_Davidson says:
::sends out another pulse::
CMO_Abbott says:
<Critter>::coughs out smoke as steam rises from his floofier than normal hairdo:: Manning: Carrey... Lt Carrey... ::staggers to a nearby biobed and flops down to unconsciousness as the CMO enters Sickbay::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires torps in wide pattern::
Host XO_Cutter says:
Helm:  Come about, head in the direction of that last explosion
CEO_Davidson says:
::sets the controls to send out a pulse every 30 seconds and head back for the bridge::
Host CO_Skye says:
<Thompson> XO: Coming about, Sir.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: We have 50 torps remaining.
CIV_Madison says:
::monitors the sonic reflections, trying to make sense of the odd style of readings::
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>CMO: Ahh, impeccable timing as usual, Doctor... Lt Carrey here.... well... it looks like he's gotten quite the shock...
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Let's make them work for us.
CEO_Davidson says:
::arrives back on the bridge::XO:I'mmmmm baaaack ::trying to lighten the situation::
CMO_Abbott says:
::heads over to him:: Manning: What's his status?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Hold photons unless we have a legit target.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Aye sir.
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>::runs his scanner over his body:: CMO: Mostly plasma burns, though it looks like he's gotten a bit of a shock too....
Host Klord says:
Action: an explosion from the rommie weapons fire explodes off the starboard side of the Hayden closer then the last
Host CO_Skye says:
::Walks to the CIV's console::  CIV: Concentrate on oddities in this area.  They are somewhere over there.
CEO_Davidson says:
XO: Would you like me to take the helm again?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: Seems they have the same idea sir.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Yes
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Target the source of that fire.....Phasers on maximum.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires::
CEO_Davidson says:
::relieves the officer and takes the helm back::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Yeah... well, great minds....
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Let me know if you hit something.
CEO_Davidson says:
CIV: Sara...I am going to give you all the power I can for a sonic pulse...that should help clear up the resolution.
CIV_Madison says:
::nearly snaps at the Captain::  CO: Yes ma'am.  ::sees a bright spot on the reading where the explosion occurred::  CEO: Come about 15 degrees starboard.
CMO_Abbott says:
::turns on the vitals and heaves him onto the bed::
CEO_Davidson says:
::turns the ship starboard 15 degrees::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Sam points to an adjacent quadrant.::  CIV: Somewhere in this area now.
Host Klord says:
Action: the stench of burnt flesh permeates the Sickbay
Host CO_Skye says:
CIV: Anything legitimate that you can see?
CIV_Madison says:
CO: Yes, I've figured out how this works now.  ::immediately regretting the tone of voice, viciously looks at the readings, watching for the next blip::
CMO_Abbott says:
::sees a nurse turn her face toward her, waving away an odor::
CEO_Davidson says:
CIV: anything?
CIV_Madison says:
CO: There...Bearing 252 mark 35.  5 degrees positive Z axis.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::cuts loose with everything but the kitchen sink at those coordinates::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Fire Phasers followed by 2 torpedoes
CEO_Davidson says:
::sets course:: CO: Engaging course..
CMO_Abbott says:
::stifles a smirk and looks at Manning:: Manning: Vince, see what you can do about getting some more ventilation in here... this guys stinking out my whole sickbay
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires phasers with two torps::
Host Klord says:
Action: brilliant flashes light up the nebula as the Hayden’s fire hits the warbird
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires everything they have at the impact::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Continue firing, all weapons
FCO_Knight says:
I wish she'd be a little more sensitive to me sometimes. Especially when I'm moving into a new APT and tornadoes hit near my workplace.
FCO_Knight says:
<edit out last line
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::continues to fire::
Host Klord says:
Action: Hayden has depleted torpedoes
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Can you tell the condition of the warbird?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: No torps left.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::fires all phasers::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Understood....  stand down phaser fire.
CIV_Madison says:
XO: Judging from the added density of the gasses and plasma in the area, we did some damage.  And there doesn't appear to by movement.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::stops firing::
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Take us out of the Nebula.  Once we clear, take us to maximum sustainable warp.
CIV_Madison says:
<to be movement>
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: You got it captain...::engages engines and heads out of the nebula::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks up:: XO: We not going to finish them?
Host XO_Cutter says:
CEO:  We clear this nebula, we'll need shields.  Get on it.
FCO_Knight says:
::Sits back at helm as the CEO vacates:: CO: Aye, ma'am.
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  I believe we're gonna get while the gettin's good.
CEO_Davidson says:
*EO*Get started on repairs...Shields top priority
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::bits his lip for a second, then goes back to his panel::
EO_Ivanova says:
*CEO*: Yes sir.
CEO_Davidson says:
FCO: She’s all yours my friend....be nice okay?
CMO_Abbott says:
::looks over as the SO moans softly. Heads over to him::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  ::walks over and quietly says::  We don't kill for the sake of killing Mr. Nightcloud...  we've done what we need to do.
CIV_Madison says:
::finally relaxes, not realizing how tense she'd been through all that, and has a real craving for chocolate and alcohol::
CMO_Abbott says:
::looks down at him and checks his vitals:: SO: Nice of you to join me again, Lieutenant....
CTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: I hardly think the rommies would have shown us the same mercy.....sir.
CEO_Davidson says:
TL: Sickbay ::puts a hand on his head::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CTO:  Perhaps... but we're not Romulan  ::walks away::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CIV:  Nicely done Sarah...  ::heads back to his seat::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::thankful for that::
Host Klord says:
<<<end mission>>>



